
Bulletin # 2.3 - Guide to MTBO

July 24 - 30 2022
O-Ringen is the world's largest orienteering competition and more than 20.000 orienteers
from all over the world are expected to attend. The 5-days competition class is the most
popular but there are also a 3-days or 5-days challenge as well as open classes available
each day. The mountain bike orienteering (MTBO) concept in Uppsala is well integrated with
the rest of O-Ringen competitions and offers a close to everything experience. The arenas
will be shared between MTBO, FootO and TrailO four out of five days, this makes it easy to
socialize with your orienteering friends, clubmates and family regardless of whether you
choose to run or bike your course. In the middle of the arenas, the O-Ringen city and the
camping area is centrally located. Competitions will be held in five areas in and around the
city of Uppsala, they offer varied  terrain with tough nordic trails with roots and rocks to
smooth and very fast paced tracks. Welcome to Uppsala!

NOTE! Significant changes since the last bulletin has been highlighted with yellow!
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Program

Monday July 25
● Stage 1 (E1) Nåsten, Long distance, Arena Pattons Hage

Tuesday July 26
● Stage 2 (E2) Vårdsätra, Middle distance, Arena Pattons Hage

Wednesday July 27
● Activity day - sightseeing and relax

Thursday July 28
● Stage 3 (E3) Stadsskogen, Sprint, Arena Kåboängen

Friday July 29
● Stage 4 (E4), Lunsen, Long distance, Arena Flottsund

Saturday July 30
● Stage 5 (E5), Uppsalaåsen, Middle distance, Arena Flottsund

Contact
For more detailed information and help with general inquiries about O-Ringen Uppsala
please see the oringen.se website.
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Classes
You can take part in O-Ringen in several different ways:

5-days MTBO class:
● Competition class where the total time of the four first stages are summed up

and at the fifth stage there is a chase start where the first over the finish line
is the total winner. This is the classic competition format and still the most
popular. The start times are drawn and assigned in advance, you choose a
class according to your age. New for this year is that five-year age classes
will be added for W/M35-75. There will also be a new class for  W/M80.

Open class:
● Open classes where you choose a course suitable to your own ability and

experience. You select your own starttime. Compete against your friends by
“tagging” them in the time taking system.

Stage start:
● Open classes for those who only want to bike on some of the stages or would

like the freedom of selecting a different course every day.

Registration
Registration is done at the O-Ringen website https://oringen.se/en/start.html. At the same
time you can also book accomodation, child care, training maps, SIAC rental/purchase or
other services. The registration process will send you email with an invoice as well as a
confirmation email. You can either pay the invoice by bank transfer or go to the “My
bookings” page and choose to pay with Visa or Mastercard.

Registrations for the postponed 2020 and 2021 races have been moved forward. Everyone
who changes age class next year will be contacted in the beginning of 2022 with instructions
about their class transfer. There will be a self-service tool on the O-Ringen website for
participants to change their own
class, for example if you registered
in M60 and want to participate in
the new M65 class. More
information will be provided later.
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Accomodation
Our recommendation is to stay at the O-Ringen City camping which is centrally located in
the middle of the three arenas used for MTBO. From the camping you can comfortably bike
3-4 km on asphalt bike lanes to the arenas, it should not take more than 15 minutes each
way. When travelling to and from O-Ringen City you can use the city buses that run on a
frequent schedule. The Uppsala central station is connected to the Arlanda airport as well as
Stockholm by high speed train. If you arrive in Uppsala by car you can simply leave your car
parked at the camp for the entire week. Uppsala has been awarded the best biking city
several years and we’re sure you’ll experience it best by bike - like a true Uppsala citizen.
Just remember to bring sturdy locks whenever you intend to leave your bike.

Alternatively you
can find private
houses or
apartments for rent
at oringen.se, if
possible try to find
something in the
vicinity of the
O-Ringen City,
which is located in
Ultuna at the
southern part of
Uppsala.
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MTBO parking (MTBO-P)
There will be a special MTBO parking located at the O-Ringen City (see the camping map
above), this will allow participants arriving by car to bring their bike to within biking distance
from the arenas. From the MTBO-P you can comfortably bike 3-4 km on asphalt bike lanes
to the arenas, it should not take more than 15 minutes each way. At stage 4 and 5 the
MTBO-P will also serve as the rallying point for all MTBO participants, it will be the location
of check in as well as the route to start will be marked starting from there. It will also be
possible to drop off luggage for transportation to the arena, thus avoiding the need to go
back and forth to the arena before starting on the two last stages.
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Embargoed areas

Embargoed areas have been marked with orange on the above map, a more detailed map
can be found via link in Swedish Eventor https://eventor.orientering.se/Events/Show/37349.
As you can see the O-Ringen City camp is in the middle of everything.

Since such large parts of southern Uppsala are in the embargoed area for MTBO an
exemption is in place which allows visiting these areas without a map for work, study or
other everyday tasks. Also if you happen to find a place to stay in the embargoed areas,
that’s fine too!
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Sportident Air+ and SIAC
All MTBO participants at O-Ringen Uppsala will
use the Sportident Air+ system for contactless
punching and thus everyone needs to use a
SIAC chip (see the picture). Using SIAC brings
a whole new dimension to MTBO and enhances
the feeling of orienteering at full speed even
more. Vital seconds can be earned when
controls can be visited without stopping. By
more careful planning of route choice it might be
possible to visit the controls without turning
around and slowing down unnecessarily. Just
be aware that the course setter might try to use
this to his advantage!

All controls will be equipped with a Sportident
unit for the Sportident Air+ system which allows
contactless punching at a range of 1.8 meter.
This means that using a SIAC chip is required
for all MTBO participants, you can rent or purchase a SIAC during the registration process.

By experience we know that it’s easier to “forget” punching at controls with the Sportident
Air+ system than with any other system, we don’t want that to happen to you during
O-Ringen so please remember to check that your SIAC beeps and flashes after punching at
each control! Each control will also be equipped with a classic needle punch which should be
used in case no confirmation signal is received, just punch anywhere on your map.
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Model event
A map with a short course in the vicinity of the camping (see camping map above) is
available for training. The map is intended to make you familiar with how the O-Ringen
Uppsala maps will look and give a feel for the terrain. At several places during the course
there are mini bridges which can be used for practicing, they are not so long or high but
that’s a good start to get some familiarity with these before the competition. The “Mini bridge
training” locations have been marked on the Model event map. The map can be downloaded
as pdf from Eventor: https://eventor.orientering.se/Events/Show/37349

The back side of the Model event map shows the camping area, please pay special attention
to the Embargoed areas surrounding the camping.
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Swedish MTBO Summer 2022
The summer of 2022 offers fantastic opportunities to enjoy world class MTBO in Sweden.

First the World MTBO Championships (WMTBOC), Junior World MTBO Championships
(JWMTBOC) as well as public races open for anyone will be held in Falun and Säter.

This will be followed by relaxed summer MTBO competitions in the northern part of Uppsala.
These competitions are in biking distance or short public train ride (20km to Storvreta) from
the O-Ringen city. The camping opens the day after the world championships ends, so just
bring your belongings, check-in to the camping and enjoy.

Finally there are five days of high level MTBO competitions at O-Ringen Uppsala.
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Stage 1 Nåsten
Date: Monday 25/7
Arena: Pattons hage
Distance: Long
Map: 1:10000 A3 by Niklas Aldén

The first stage will take place in Nåsten which is a
large nature reserve located just at the western
edge of Uppsala city. The forest located closest to
Uppsala is criss-crossed with paths and will
require careful navigation to find the right way,
most of the paths in this area are very well
maintained and allow fast riding if you can
manage it without losing track of where you are.
Further away from Uppsala, crossing the valley of
Håga with its open fields and a stream there is a
more sparse path network with long trails, gravel

tracks, horse tracks as well as some very technical MTB paths. The long trails are wonderful
to ride once you get used to it and you will interchangeably ride “up" on more or less bare
rock before going “down” to pass through the small marshes, the elevation difference is just
a few metres up and down.

Several of the marshes have small narrow bridges built across in order to protect them from
too much wear. These bridges are wide enough to allow riding across if you manage to keep
your balance, but it’s usually not possible to
meet someone coming from the other direction.

The nordic terrain and the long technical trails of
this stage is similar to what can be expected in
Falun where the WMTBOC (World MTB
Orienteering Championships) will be held in
2022.

Large parts of Nåsten have been spared from
modern forestry and today its beautiful nature
and wilderness is preserved amongst others by
leaving fallen trees in the forest for insects and
birds to prosper from.
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Stage 2 Vårdsätra
Date: Tuesday 26/7
Arena: Pattons hage
Distance: Middle
Map: 1:7500 A3 by Stefan Lund and Magnus Blåudd

The Vårdsätra forest is a small forest in between the urban areas of southern Uppsala used
as a recreational area for walking, running, biking and skiing - the large fields which are
maintained almost like a park are usually the best place for the true Uppsala citizen to ski as
soon as the first centimeter of snow
has fallen during winter.

The path and track network has
dedicated MTB tracks, walking paths
and hardened tracks. The courses
will pass through urban areas and
you will get a chance to experience
Uppsalas express bike lanes. Despite
the area's valuable flora and fauna,
this will be the only stage we are not
riding in a nature reserve.

The courses on this stage will be
intense with constant switching from
one path to the other.
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Stage 3 & Try MTBO, Stadsskogen
Date: Thursday 28/7
Arena: Kåboängen
Distance: Sprint
Map: 1:5000 A3 by Jesper Nyström and Magnus Blåudd

In the afternoon there will be a Sprint in
the small nature reserve Stadsskogen
which is a forest located almost in the
center of Uppsala. This is yet another
stage with a truly dense path network
which is very fast to ride. There are bike
paths, jogging tracks, walking paths and
horse tracks but no dedicated MTB
tracks. Hardly any path is considered
hard to ride, if they are, it’s just for very
short. There are lots of small marshes
and ponds with steep edges in the
forest, these are old quarries where
stone for the construction of, among others, the cathedral was broken.

In the evening, after the competition classes have started, there will be courses available for
anyone to Try MTBO. We hope this will attract many of the orienteers who have been away
on their third stage in Sävja during the day. Please remember to tell your friends and club
mates about this opportunity!

The arena is small and cozy, used only by MTBO
and TrailO who will have their third stage there in
the morning.
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Stage 4, Lunsen
Date: Friday 29/7
Arena: Flottsund
Distance: Long
Map: 1:10000/1:15000 A3 by Niklas Aldén

Finally time for the bucket list ride in the beautiful forest
Lunsen which is known to offer difficult orienteering for
runners, we are convinced it will not be an easy match
for bikers either. Even though no biker is allowed to
leave the paths, the flat terrain will not offer much help
finding your location in case you ever get lost. The
northern part of the competition area offers a track
network which gets denser the closer you get to the
urban areas located at the edges of the map. Further
away there are again long winding trails going “up and
down” through marshes similar to those in Nåsten, just
even longer and the terrain is flatter. In general there will
not be many fast riding paths, instead prepare for
choosing between bad and worse.

This stage also offers nordic terrain similar to Falun, the
main difference of course being that this area is primarily
flat in comparison.

There will be even more narrow bridges
across the marshes, mostly shorter but there
are a few which are really long. We assume
that all participants will honour the fair play
approach where both riders step off their bike
and let the other pass in case a meeting
occurs! The narrow bridges are not marked on
the map in any other way than how hard they
are to ride, for example one long but narrow
bridge has a handrail and are thus marked as
a path which is difficult to ride. In many cases
you can spot the small bridges on the map
anyway, when the path runs across a marsh in
a more or less straight line.

This day there will be a longer route to the
start. The route to start will be marked from
MTBO-P, thus avoiding the need to go back
and forth to the arena before start.
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Stage 5, Uppsalaåsen
Date: Saturday 30/7
Arena: Flottsund
Distance: Middle (extended)
Map: 1:7500 A3 by Alva Jonsson and Magnus Blåudd

The final stage of O-Ringen Uppsala will take place along the Uppsala esker
in another wonderful nature reserve. The esker was formed during the last ice
age when ice covered most of Sweden, when the ice melted away lots of
sediment, rocks and sand was left behind in a nice long line which in total is
more than 250 km long. The part which passes through Uppsala offers a
significant rise of 40-45 meters in the otherwise quite flat landscape. Along
the entire eastern edge of the competition area runs the Fyris river.

The path and track network in the
competition area is very dense, it
primarily consists of hardened tracks and
asphalt paths which are very fast to ride.
The area also offers dedicated MTB
tracks including a downhill track. Only in
a few places when going up or down the
steep edges of the esker, there will be loose sand and
gravel tracks. Most courses will pass through urban
areas. One such area is under development and is partly
deserted, this is ideal for MTBO but also a challenge to
map as some construction has already started. The
O-Ringen city
camping is
centrally located
on the map and
the courses will
pass nearby,
please be advised
that all forested
areas around the

camping area are embargoed and should be
considered out-of-bounds for all MTBO participants -
please see the Model event map for exact details.

The route to start will be marked from MTBO-P, thus
avoiding the need to go back and forth to the arena
before start.
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